R.O. Marketing Group is a member of the eBay VeRO Program and the owner of the ThunderFit trademark, and all associated intellectual property rights.

ThunderFit is a trusted and growing brand in the Fashion Jewelry sector and prides itself on offering high quality products and service. However, our efforts to build the ThunderFit brand would be meaningless if we did not aggressively protect our intellectual property.

Unfortunately, there are a significant number of counterfeit and/or infringing ThunderFit products being offered for sale on eBay. As such, R.O. Marketing group reviews and monitors items for sale on eBay daily.

We take a zero-tolerance approach to any listing we find that are infringing on our intellectual property or are using the ThunderFit name without express permission to do so.

FAQs

Q: Why was my auction removed?

A: Possible reasons for termination include the sale of counterfeit ThunderFit products, use of copyrighted images without R.O. Marketing Group's permission, or misuse of a ThunderFit registered trademark. R.O. Marketing Group regularly monitors the Internet for violations of its intellectual property rights. We then notify eBay of auctions which violate ThunderFit’s intellectual property rights. eBay then takes the necessary action to comply with our notice, including removing the auction from eBay.com without prior notice.

Q: Why was my auction removed while many other auctions offering similar ThunderFit products for sale remain active?
A: Be assured that you have not been singled out. However, due to the high number of ThunderFit products being offered on eBay, it is difficult to remove every infringing auction. If you find auctions violating R.O. Marketing Group’s rights or eBay's policies, please report them to us including the links and auction numbers.

**Q: May I use ThunderFit images, from your website or from an authorized seller’s site?**

A: No. ThunderFit images are protected by copyright and may not be reproduced. R.O. Marketing Group does not authorize the use of copyright images to unaffiliated third parties.

**Q: Why didn’t you contact me before terminating my auction?**

A: Due to the large volume ThunderFit items for sale on eBay, it is not possible to contact and follow up with each seller to ensure that appropriate action is taken.